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To: Counterterrorism
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SC Frankie Battle CTORS
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SAC Steve Tidwell
ASAC Janice Federcy
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From: Counterterrorism
Bachdad Operations Center

Contact: b2 -1
b6 -1
b7C -1

Approved By: Lueckenhoff Edward

Drafted By: mnn

Date: b2 -1

Title: IT-IRAQ

Synopsis: (S) To provide the Counterterrorism and CIRG Divisions with a progress report

(U) Classified By: 11109, ITOS1/CTD
Reason 1-30
Declassify On: X1

Administrative: (S) To date Team has conducted sixteen interviews
All of these interviews have been uploaded into the

Enclosure(s): (S) One copy of FBI team "Interrogation Strategy dated 02/15/2004. (Note: This report was furnished previously via email to CTD and CIRG.)

Details: (S)

DETAINEES-3383

4133
To: Counterterrorism
From: Counterterrorism
Re: (S) 315E-HQ-1448534, 03/21/2004

FBI HQ
Omaha Division

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) to assume this responsibility with the understanding that An FBI interview team was subsequently assembled consisting of three Supervisory Special Agents (SSAs) FBIHQ Behavioral Analysis Unit; a Language Specialist, an Arabic translator of Iraqi descent; and two Intelligence Analysts, and
To: Counterterrorism  
From: Counterterrorism  
Re: (S) 315E-HQ-1448534, 03/21/2004

(S)
To: Counterterrorism
From: Counterterrorism
Re: TS 315E-HQ-1448534, 03/21/2004

DETAINees-3386
To: Counterterrorism  From: Counterterrorism
Re: OA_315E-HQ-1448534, 03/21/2004
To: Counterterrorism
From: Counterterrorism
Re: 315E-HQ-1448534, 03/21/2004

LEAD(s):
Set Lead 1: (Info)

COUNTERTERRORISM

AT WASHINGTON, DC

(U) For information and appropriate action.

Set Lead 2: (Info)

CIRG

AT QUANTICO, VIRGINIA

(U) For information and appropriate action.
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DETAINNEES-3389